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Weak holiday spending and a state- 
and national-level econom ic meltdown 
have hit home for some local businesses as 
consumer penny-pinching and purchasing 
o f  just the essentials continues to grow.
“There’s a lot less foot tratTic out there,” 
said John Geisen, owner o f  the Kotfee 
Klatsch on Higuera Street. “C'hristmas 
was actually O K , but as soon as no tour­
ists are around it quiets down a lot.”
Data on the U.S. Census Bureau Web 
site documents a plummet o f  retail sales 
from June to November o f 200S.
Accordìi^ to the data, consumer re­
tail spending dropped from a high o f  just 
below $385 billion m June to just above 
$35.5 billion in November —  a near 8 
percent drop in less than a six month 
period o f  time. Reports from December 
sales .ind the fourth financial quarter are 
still expected to trickle in over the next 
few weeks.
Geisen said that despite the economic 
downturn, his business has been staying 
arioat due to his Website, which allows 
him to keep lower prices and enables him 
to market his products globally. He added 
that he would not be able to stay in busi­
ness without a Website.
“ It wouldn’t allow us to stay here, not 
with the high rent,” he said. “Unfortu­
nately because the economy is slow it 
doesn’t mean your rent goes down.”
Geisen stays in contact with other lo­
cal business owners in the downtown area 
and said that many are running into fis­
cal hardships as a result o f the sluggish 
economy. In addition to less foot traftic, 
Geisen said that customers at his store are 
purchasing just the essentials such as cof­
fee and tea and that they are staying away 
from supplemental purchases.
“We’ve been here 30 years; we'are the 
oldest coffee and tea retailer in the county 
but this really seems to be the toughest
i
(year),” Cieisen said. “The amount o f  foot 
traffic has gone down but it’s not even 
just that, it’s that people aren’t spending 
any money. People just aren’t pulling out 
their cash. They get stuff that they really 
need.
“Before, tourist would say ‘oh 1 really 
like that tea pot,’ they’d come in for a cup 
o f coffee and they’d see a tea pot or pick 
up a pound o f coffee, but that’s really kind 
o f fallen away, they get what they really 
need and that’s it.”
San Luis Obispo Chamber o f Com ­
merce President/CEO David Garth said
see Economy, page 2
S e p a ra tio n  o f  c h u rch  an d  s ta te  
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Matt Fountain
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C'onstitutional l.iw scholar Phil­
ip Munoz will visit campus tonight 
to engage students in a discussion 
on the boundaries o f religiuos 
freedom and the role faith plays in 
American politics.
Muñoz will present “ In God 
We Don’t Trust: The Supreme 
Court and Religion,” a discussion 
on the role religion plays in shap­
ing American public policy. He will 
also review the current Supreme 
Court’s decisions regarding reli­
gion and how it may change under 
the incoming C')bama presidency.
The lecture is being sponsored 
by C'al Poly’s religious studies pixi- 
gram.
“America has a funny relation­
ship with religion,” said religious
studies prt>gram advisor Stephen 
R . Lloyd-Moffett. “On the one 
hand, we cherish the separation o f 
church and state, yet on the other 
hand, we put ‘In Cîod We Trust’ 
on our money and we put ‘Under 
God’ in our Pledge o f Allegiance.
So we have this tension inherent 
in America that we still haven’t fig­
ured out.What role should religion 
play in society? It’s one o f those 
enduring questions in American 
history, and one that is particularly 
pertinent now, because America is 
changing so much. We are becom­
ing so religiously diverse. So I think 
the question o f religious freedom is 
coming to the Hoor again,” he con­
tinued.
One o f the topics Muñoz will 
address is how President-elect 
Obama’s appointments may affect 
the Supreme Court.
“Under Bush, (the Supreme 
Court) has become more conserva­
tive,” said Lloyd-Moffett. “There’s 
a question o f whether the court’s 
relationship to religion is going to 
be shifted because o f the appoint­
ments o f the last eight years and 
especially now with one to maybe 
three appointments with Obama.” 
“We’re at a time where every­
thing seems to be changing. And 
students aren’t real comfortable 
with how to feel about religion in 
the public square.”
Political science professor Ron 
Den Cotter, who encouraged his 
students to attend the lecture, 
agreed. “The place o f religion in 
public life is not only an important 
political question but also an im­
portant constitutional question,” he
see Religion, page 2
Man accused o f hitting  
guards remains in jail
Alisha A xsom
MUSIANCi DAIIY
The man accused o f hitting 
two security guards with his truck 
early Sunday morning remains in 
San Luis (')bispo county jail as he 
awaits word o f what will happen 
next.
Police arrested the 19-year-old 
man after he reportedly hit two 
security guards with his truck at 
the Mustang Village student hous­
ing complex before abandoning it 
nearby.
Charles Dunham, o f  Victor­
ville, was arrested on suspicion o f 
felony drunk driving and felony 
hit-and-run and was booked into 
the county Jail, said the San Luis 
Obispo Police Department. He re­
mains there on $1 ()(),()()() bail.
Security guards Michael
COURTESY PHOTO
Pblicc think Charles Dunham, 
shown here in his mug shot, was 
under the influence of alcohol when 
he hit two security guards.
see Arrest, page 2
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Economy
comiuued from poge I
local businesses are spread lairly evenly in 
terms ot'good or bad business.
“ 1 here's a wliole variety ot iinpaets, some 
are doing OK or about the same as they did 
last year and some are doing not-so O K .”
Among the not-so OK are ear dealerships, 
which have had to cope with the tightening 
ot available credit and a consumer market 
that IS not spending money.
“The pervasive feeling is fear,” Garth 
said. "That fear turns into more conserva­
tive spending and that in turn atTects other 
businesses.”
(iarth cited Mervyn’s and Linen’s and 
riiings as two recent businesses that have 
pulled out o f San Luis Obispo, but also said 
that those particular companies have been 
battling economic burdens ft)r years.
“ rhey’ve had problems for years,” he said. 
“The economic downturn just pushed them 
over.”
In addition, the San Luis Obispo Cham­
ber o f commerce has seen a slight decline in 
membership from its peak o f  about 1,550 
members in nnd-2008 to the present figure 
o f 1,500, Garth said.
He attributed the decline in memberships, 
which cost from $200-$2 ,000  depending on 
the size o f the business, partly as a result o f 
the economic downturn but primarily as a 
result o f less-than-aggressive membership 
sales by the organization.
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It seem ed like people were 
out m ore after Christm as 
than they were before.
— Lacey Kedd
Sales t ’lerk
It’s not all bad news according to Ciarth.
I )espite the few businesses that are doing 
poorly, he said that many are reeling num­
bers similar to the beginning o f  2008, and 
some have actually increased their business 
numbers.
“ Businesses that are doing okay are al­
most ashamed to say that they are because 
it’s almost counter to what they’re supposed 
to be,” (iarth said.
Among those businesses holding its own 
in the stagnant economy is Decades Vintage 
Cdothing on Higuera Street.
Sales clerks Addison Harris, 19, San 
Luis Obispo, and Lacey Redd, 29, San Luis 
Obispo, said that sales have been comparable 
to the same time as last year, but that shop­
pers have turned out in spurts.
“ It was about the same as it was this time 
last year and apparently the same as it has 
been the past five or six years,” Harris said.
Redd reasoned that cash-crunched con­
sumers were waiting around for sales during 
the holiday season which led to hit-and-miss 
sales days.
“(diristmas seemed to be compacted 
down to three days,” Redd said,“'riiat was 
pretty odd. It didn’t pick up until about 
a week before Cdiristmas. It felt like we 
were waiting for people to come in and 
then the finally did and it was over.”
Redd said that sales picked back up 
immediately following (diristmas and that 
the foot-traffic into the store increased.
“We did really well after Ghristmas,” he 
said.“ It seemed like people were out more 
after C'hristmas than they were before.”
Aside from the retail angle, the current 
market also has had an impact on local con­
struction contractors.
Brian fhsher, a painting contractor based 
out o f (irover Beach, has seen his fair share 
o f hit-and-miss for his business Binnacle 
Painting.
“For me, it’s not that bad,” he said. “We’ve 
got about six jobs lined up right now and I 
was starting to worry about it because 1 was 
having to pay my own bills plus all my em­
ployees 1 was thinking 1 was going to have to 
lay guys otTso 1 could pay my bills cause the 
phone wasn’t ringing. Com e Monday (Jan. 
5) 1 got three calls. Two I’ve already been 
accepted on.”
A business like l^innacle Painting requires 
a lot o f overhead costs including purchas­
ing equipment and supplies, while managing 
payroll for a staff and keeping up with bid­
ding opportunities, Fisher said.
Although Fisher’s business is paralleling 
in volume compared to last year, he said that 
the actual profit is not up to par due to a
rise m costs.
“The prices o f everything going up has 
made it hard adjusting my bids to pay ev­
erything and that’s my part where I haven’t 
spent enough time in the office watch­
ing the way the cost o f all my sundries and 
paints compared to (the cost) o f my employ­
ees,” Fisher said. “ My overhead went up a 
lot when prices went up and gasoline and 
all that.”
Fisher purchased the business several years 
ago from a former painter Kirby Dillinger, 
who had established a good reputation in 
the San Luis Obispo area. Fisher said the 
reputation has been key m maintaining his 
business during the current econom ic cri­
sis. He added that the reputation fiictors in 
across all construction trades.
“ Pacific Builders, a locally licensed gen­
eral contractor, have such a great reputa­
tion, they’ve been around since ’82, 1 think 
they’re going to pull through and make it 
last,” Fisher said. “ It’s the newer guys who 
don’t have the reputation that are having the
t
trouble,”
(iarth said that the (Chamber o f  Com ­
merce offers workshops and seminars that 
aim to provide tools for keeping business­
es aHoat. One suggestion he made was for 
businesses not to get wrapped up in specula­
tion and to work with the task at hand.
“ Deal with the reality, not with the ru­
mors and fear,” (iarth said. “And focus on 
the things that you can change, not the 
things you can’t ... the strong businesses will 
survive and the weak ones won’t.”
Arrest
continued from page 1
Leon, 27, and Michael Shipman, 
27, were injured after Dunham 
allegedly hit them with his blue 
1984 Chevy S-lO Tahoe truck just 
before 4 :30 a.m. Leon was taken 
by ambulance to the hospital and 
treated for moderate injuries.
Shipman sustained only minor 
injuries and was able to give the 
truck’s license plate number to 
police.
The security guards had been 
trying to Hag I )unham down using 
riashlights because he was driving 
dangerously through the parking 
lot at the Foothill Boulevard and 
Santa Rosa Street com plex, po­
lice said. Dunham allegedly drove 
away after the collision and left 
his vehicle at an adjacent housing 
complex where it was discovered 
by a San Luis Obispo police of­
ficer.
Dunham Hed on foot to a 
nearby creek bed, but with the 
assistance o f  ( 'a l Poly Police he
was found and arrested in the 
creek bed near the 1000 block o f 
Foothill, police said.
According to police, Dunham 
is not a student at Cal Poly or» 
Cuesta College and he was not 
a resident at Mustang Village. He 
reportedly had been staying in 
San Luis Obispo for a few weeks 
but is not considered a resident.
Anyone with information 
about the incident should call 
the San Luis Obispo Police D e­
partment at 781-7317  or Crim e 
Stoppers at 541-STO P.
Religion
continued from page I
said. “ I think it’s a topic that people 
would be interested in.”
According to I.loyil-Moffett, 
who went to school with Muñoz 
and knows him person.illy, students 
will find him balanced and thought 
provoking, as well as welcoming of 
open discussion
“ Phil’s greatest skill is that he can 
bring to light w.iys of thinking about
things that challenge you without 
alienating you,” he said. “He loves 
for people to bring up challenging 
questions and engage him in con­
versation.”
Muñoz, assistant professor o f po­
litical science at Tufts Universiry, is 
also the William F. Simon Visiting 
Fellow in Religion and Public Life 
at the Janies Madison Program at 
Princeton. I le has published articles 
for the American Political Science 
Review and the Wall Street Jour­
nal, as well as given commentary for
National Public Radio and the Fox 
News ('hannel.
In keeping with his theme of re­
ligion and the American Cainstitu- 
tion, Munoz’s first book, “Ciod and 
the Founders: Madison, Washington 
and Jefferson on Religious l iberty,” 
is set to be published by the C.ani- 
bridge University Press later this 
year.
1 he free event, w Inch is open to 
the public, will be held in Room 
220 in the University Union and 
will begin at 7 p.ni.
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Iraqi voting rules raise 
concern about challenges
K im  G am el
ASStX lATEI) PKESS
BAGHDAD (AP) —  Iraqi offi­
cials acknowledged problems Tues­
day in determining how winners 
will be chosen in regional elections, 
raising concerns that electoral chal­
lenges could tarnish the key Jan. 31 
vote.
U.S. and Iraqi officials have 
pinned their hopes on the balloting 
to unity the country's fractious eth­
nic and sectarian groups. But confu­
sion about the results could under­
mine that goal and provide a new 
source o f tension.
Voters in 14 o f the country's 18 
provinces will choose members o f 
ruling councils, which wield con­
siderable powers at the regional lev­
el. The vote is widely seen as a dress 
rehearsal for national parliamentary 
elections expected by the end o f the 
year.
One o f the most contentious is­
sues IS lu>w to ensure the fair repre­
sentation o f wxMiien —  with ques­
tions arising over how to implement 
a legally required qLiota system set­
ting aside seats for them on the 
councils.
The eonfiision stems from the 
election law that sets guidelines for 
the vote. The measure was enacted 
in November after months o f hitter 
debate among rival ethnic and reli­
gious factious.
Members o f the Independent 
I ligli Sectoral ( aimmission, which 
oversees balloting, said the law was 
unclear on certain points, including 
how to allocate seats based on the 
luimher o f votes received.
Lack o f clarity has forced the 
commission make its own interpre­
tations ill establishing the specific 
guidelines for the vote.
('ommission chief laraj a l-llai- 
dari singled out the women's quota
system, saying the committee had 
decided to mandate one female 
winner for every two men because 
the law did not take into account 
smaller parties without female can­
didates.
"The elections law says that for 
every four winners there is a wom­
an, but the commission had another 
interpretation," he said. "This is not 
applicable in the small entities that 
have only one or two people, and 
this might mean that women might 
get less than their stated quota."
Jalaluddin al-Saghir, a lawmaker 
with the biggest Shiite party, said the 
issue could prove problematic.
"I think this process will create 
problems in the end because some 
male candidates will feel that some 
women have won despite the fact 
that they had fewer votes," he said.
The electoral commission also 
said it had taken measures to mini­
mize confusion at the polls since 
v'oters for the first time will he al­
lowed to choose candidates inste.id 
o f just political parties.
But the voters must understand 
that a vote for a political party is re­
quired while individual candidates 
are optional. If they mark only an 
individual, the ballot is invalid.
('andidates' names won't appear 
on the ballot. Instead they will he 
identified by numbers found on a 
board posted in the polling station.
Officials deciiled not to include 
names o f candidates on the bal­
lots because o f the large number 
—  14,431 nationwide, competing 
h>r 444 council seats. O f that total, 
3.912 candldate^ are women.
Al-Haidari said 5(>2 political 
groups had registered to compete 
and 75 percent o f those were new.
Goniiiiission meniher (.passim al- 
Ahoudi said education campaigns 
were under way to make sure voters 
know how to cast their ballots.
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Israeli forces storm Gaza 
City neighborhood
i
Ibrahim Barzak
and Christopher Torchia
,\SS<K IATHO PRHSS
Terrified residents ran for cover 
Tuesday in a densely popi '?ted 
neighborhood of (iaza taty as Israeli 
troops backed by tanks thrust deeper 
into the city and sought Hamas fight­
ers in alleyways and cellars.
t')n the diplomatic front, Egyptian 
mediators pushed Hamas to accept 
a truce proposal and, in a hopeful 
sign, Israel sent its lead negotiator to 
Ciairo for “decisive” talks on a cease­
fire. U.N. Secretary-Cieneral ban Ki- 
moon also headed for the region to 
join dipUimatic efforts.
Israeli military officials say that de­
pending on what happens with what 
they described as “decisive” talks in 
C'airo, Israel will move closer to a 
cease-fire or widen its offensive.The%’ 
spoke on condition o f anonymity be­
cause they were discussing sensitive 
policy matters.
Asked if Israel's war aims had 
been .ichieved, Israeli I )efense Min­
ister Ehud barak said:“Most o f them, 
probably not all o f them.”
Israeli tmops now have the coastal
city' of 4(M),()(HI virtually surrounded 
as part o f an offensive launched Hec. 
27 to end years o f balestinian rocket 
attacks on its southern towns.
balestinian medical officials report­
ed at least 42 deaths from the conflict 
on Tuesday throughout (laza.
Early Wednesd.iy an Israeli war­
plane fired a missile at the former 
Ciaza city hall, used as a court build­
ing in recent years, witnesses said.The 
1910 structure was destroyed and 
many stores in the market around it 
were badly damaged, they said.
The Israeli military' said three sol­
diers were w'ounded, including an of­
ficer who was searching a northern 
(laza house when a bomb exploded.
balestinian hospital officials s.iy 
more than 940 balestinians, half of 
them civilians, have been killed in the 
fighting. A total o f 13 Isr.ielis, 10 of 
them soldiers, have died.
balestinian rocket fire has dropped 
significantly since the offensive w.is 
l.iunched. Some 1.3 rockets and mor­
tar shells were fired toward Israel 
Tuesday, causing lU) injuries, the armv 
sail!.
Fireballs and smoke plumes from 
Israeli bombing h.ive become a com-
KAOl A D W A N  x s s o c iA r i  n  I'r k s s  
Palestinians flee during 
an Israeli air strike in 
Beit Lahiya, northern 
Gaza Strip, Tuesday. 
Israeli troops advanced 
into Gaza suburbs for the 
first time early Tuesday, 
residents said, hours after 
Prime Minister Ehud 
Olmert warned Islamic 
militants that they face 
an “iron fist” unless they 
agree to Israeli terms for 
an end to war in the Gaza 
Strip.
mon sight in the territory o f 1.4 
million people, who are effectively 
trapped because o f blockaded border 
crossings. Kecent fighting has focused 
on Ciaza C"ity, wlure Israeli soldiers 
could be increasingly exposed to the 
treacherous conditions o f urban war­
fare.
The operation in Tel Hawwa 
neighborhood, a mile southeast o f 
downtown, matched fast-paced for­
ays into other areas designed to avoid 
Israeli casualties.
Residents said troops entered 
overnight, reconnoitered the area, 
and then pulled back to more secure 
positions.
One Israeli military officer told 
The Associated Press that Hamas 
fighters often operate in small groups 
o f up to four and have largely re­
frained from confronting Israeli 
troops at close range.
“Their strategy has mainly been to 
use lots o f IxHiby-traps, shooting guns 
and missiles fmm afar,” the Israeli of­
ficer said on condition o f anonym­
ity because he was not authorized to 
speak to the media.
“Soldiers are taking lots o f pre-
see Gaza, page 4
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Dear Emily. I love you! Happy 
Valentine's Day! Love, Scott
Happy Valentine's Day Brad.
1 love you!
A Kelly M
T w o  y v a y s  
to sficrw 
your Covet
e  ■ -
Dearest Ashley,
You’re my princess!
Love, Andy
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Tenn. presses TVA for 
details of ash spill cleanup
Diincan Mansfield
\SS(¥ I Ml I) IKI SS
rhe st.itc of iciincsscc dcm.indcii 
.iiiswcrs ,ind cooperation ruesd.iv 
fmm the nation’s largest public util­
ity in the aftermath, of a massive caxil 
,ish Hood th.it is costing the utility SI 
million a dty to imip up.
“1 am ctMumitted to m.iking sum 
this spill IS cleaned up .ind doing ev- 
ers'thing we can to prevent any simi­
lar situation in the ftiture,” (iov. bhil 
Bredc'sen s;iid in a sutement. “I’m 
.ilso committed to nuke sure Tennes­
see tixpayers don’t foot the bill.”
Bmdesen pmmiseil greater state 
oversight when he visited the Ten­
nessee Valley Authority’s Kingston 
Fossil blant slmrtly after the Dec. 22 
spill sent 1.1 billion gallons of .ish and 
sludge into a rural neighborhtMxl 
surmunding the plant, about 40 mile's 
west o f Knoxville.
The enforcement order an­
nounced by Bredesen and Envi­
ronment and CxinseiAation ('om - 
missioner Jim Fyke reaffirms and 
formalizes that pmcess. Fyke spoke*s-
w o n u n  I ish.i ( 'alabrese-Benton said.
" I VA h.is been cooperative up 
to this point .ind we .ire hopefiil that 
continues under the order,” Cial.i- 
brese-Benton said.
The order retpiires the teder.il 
agency’s full cooperation in assL^ sing 
the mish.ip and developing .i cor­
rective actitMi plan within 4.3 diys 
to “ensure s.ife operations in the fu­
ture. ” The onier .ilso s.iys TVA w ill 
reimburse the st.ite for overseeing the 
cleanup and could be subject to fines 
latei.
“TVA is committed to cleaning 
up and restoring this site.and to man- 
.iging all o f its facilities in a manner 
that will prevent a similar situ.ition,” 
.iccording to statement fmm 4 VA, 
which operates 11 coal-fired plants, 
including eight in 4ennes.see. “TVA 
.igmes with the (order’s) priorities and 
IS working hard to achieve them.”
In a second incident,about 1 (),(H K) 
gallons spilled fixim a gs'psum waste 
pond at TV'A’s Widows ( ’reek power 
station in northea,stern Alabama on 
Fridiy. Initi.ll tc'sts found drinking 
water still safe in the area.
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State
SAN  F R A N C IS C O  (A P)
A C'alitornia man has hctMi arrest­
ed tor arranging tor his 14-year- 
old daughter to marry a neighbor 
in exchange tor SKi.OOO, 100 
cases ot beer and several cases ot' 
meat, police said.
Authorities in Greentleld, a 
tanning community on Cali- 
tbrnia’s Central Coast, said they 
learned o f the deal after Marceli­
no de Jesus Martinez, 36, asked 
them for help getting back his 
daughter after payment wasn’t 
made.
Martinez was arrested Sunday. 
• • •
S A C R A M E N T O  (A P) —
The state Senate leader is shuf- 
riing committee chairmanships 
and has removed a Republican 
who complained about lawmak­
ers taking per diem payments 
during the budget crisis.
Senate President l^roTem Dar­
rell Steinberg, a Democrat from 
Sacramento, named Senate Ma­
jority  Leader Dean Florez, a fel­
low Democrat, to head the C'om- 
mittee on Food and Agriculture.
B rie fs
National
M IN N EA PO LIS (A P) -
Temperatures crashed to Arctic levels 
Tuesday as a severe cold wave rolled 
across the upper Midwest on the 
heels of yet another snowstorm, clos­
ing schools and making most people 
think twice before gt>ing outside.
TTie ice and snow that glazed 
pavement was blamed for numer­
ous traffic accidents from Minne­
sota to Indiana, where police said a 
truck overturned and spilled 43,000 
pounds o f cheese, closing a busy 
highway ramp during the night in 
the Gary area.
• • •
P H O E N IX  (AP) —  Four fire­
fighters have been arrested on sus­
picion o f igniting between 15 and 
20 fires in western Arizona so they 
could get paid for fighting them, of­
ficials said Tuesday.
Authorities also charged two 
men suspected of setting fires to get 
money from the firefighters, and 
were seeking arrest w'arrants for two 
former firefighters who have moved 
out o f state. The firefighters worked 
at the fire district in Ehrenberg, a 
town of about 1,2(M) people and 
.ibout 140 miles west o f Phoenix.
Gaza
continued front page J
cautions, they are being more careful 
than the army has ever been before in 
any war,” he said. “Soldiers shoot at 
anything suspicious, use hits o f fire­
power, and blast holes through walls 
to move around.”
Gabi Ashkenazi, chief o f staff of 
the Israeli militarv, said 1 Iam,is mili- 
t.ints .ilso Ihive put on Israeli military 
uniforms to try to approach troops 
and carry out suicide bombings.
I lamas, which is backed by Iran, 
cannot hope tti score a battlefield
International
T O R O N T O  (AP) —  tlanada’s 
prime minister said Tuesday that en­
ergy' and the eiivironinental impact 
o f Alberta’s massive oil sands opera­
tions wall be priorities when Ikirack 
Obama visits Ganada on his first for­
eign trip as U.S. president.
The timing of the trip h.is not 
been announced but Prime Minister 
Stephen Harper told a Galgary ra­
dio station he’s been in touch with 
members of Obama’s incoming gov­
ernment as the president-elect pre­
pares to officially take off ice Tuesday.
“We want to work together with 
the United States on environmental
and energy' issues,” Harper said.
• • •
R IG A , Latvia (AP) —  A protest 
against economic reforms that drew 
thousands to Latvia’s capital turned 
violent Tuesday as small pockets of 
rioters clashed with police and at­
tacked government buildings.
Police responded by charging the 
crowd and shooting pepper spray as 
the rioters threw chunks o f ice and 
Ricks. Three officers were seriously 
injured and 126 protesters were 
detained, Interior Ministry spokes­
woman Sigita Pikfava said.
WORD ON THE STREET
“W hat do you think President 
Bush wiil say to the nation during 
his fareweil address this Thursday?”
victory over the pow'erf'ul Israeli mili­
tary, but mere survival could earn it 
political capital in the Arab w'orld as 
a symbol o f resistance to the Jew'ish 
state. Lebanon’s Hezbollah, another 
Iran-backed gixiup, largely achieved 
that goal in its 2006 war with Israel.
On TuesiLiy, a Gaza resident said 
he saw Hamas militants in civil­
ian clothing firing Rickets from the 
southeastern corner o f the territory. 
He spoke by telephone and requested 
anonymity because o f the sensitivity' 
o f the information.
Israel says it will push forw'ard 
with the offensive until Hamas ends 
all rocket fire on southern Israel,
and there are guarantees the militant 
group will stop smuggling weapons 
into Gaza tliRiugh the poRius Egyp­
tian border.
Hamas has said it will only ob­
serve a cease-fire if Israel withdraws 
from Ciaza.
“We will not allow our enemy to 
gain any politic.il achievement fmm 
this war on Gaza,” said Salah liardawil, 
a Ham.is envoy in Egypt.
Much of the ongoing diplomacy 
focuses on ar area o f southern (iaza 
just acRiss the Egyptian border that 
serves as a weapons smuggling Ruite, 
making Egypt critical to both sides in 
anv deal.
"He will end up trying to defend 
his presidency.”
-Carly Pearl, 
nutrition senior
"Forgive me.”
-Logan Hunt, 
general engineering senior
“ I hope he says sorry for 
everything."
-Kat/e Egeland, 
nutrition senior
“ He’s going to talk about his 
difficult decision to choose 
the flight suit over the white 
bell bottoms.”
-Jennifer Carr, 
earth science senior
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It is Saturday night and I am seated in the exhibition 
space at the San Luis C')bispo Art Center awaiting the 
start to a him titled,“Splendid Splintersid he Armand l.a- 
Montagne Story.” The low hum of small talk dies down 
as attendees get adjusteil, sipping glasses ot vvine pmviiled 
by the Art Center. Assistant director Muara Johnston be­
gins to speak about the nights features and alsi) previews 
a few upcoming films to be shown in the gallery. I have 
no idea what to expect, but after looking at the beautiful 
woodwork on display I can imagine that the film may 
other explanatum to a world 1 previously knew nothing 
about. It is not the only feature o f the night, though, be­
cause we will also get to watch a short him titled,“Keal 
Men Knit,” thrown in at the last moment by Johnston 
because she “likes to show at least an hour and a half.” 
I am in for a treat, and at five bucks a pop if you are a 
member ($7 if you are not), it makes for an inexpensive 
night on the town.
The Art Center is making an effort to “broaden and 
deepen” people s understanding o f their exhibits by add­
ing a unique component: film.
Since CX'tober, the Art C]en- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
ter has been showing rare and 
hard-to-hnd documentaries 
one Saturtlay night a month tt) 
supplement their current exhib­
its and provide an extra bit of 
understanding for viewers who 
may need a more interactive ap- 
pn^ach to absorliing the gallery’s 
information.
Johnston said that she feels 
it IS imporunt to bridge the 
gap between people whti come 
into the exhibit “with their eyes 
glazed over,” not truly connect­
ing with the work, and a greater 
experience and understand­
ing o f the art on display. With a 
doctorate in film in the works,
Johnston turned to documen- 
tary to field her goal.
“The Art O u ter is primarily 
an exhibition space, but also an educational space,” she 
said. “So we decided to do movie nights, which would 
allow people to learn something num,* about the exhibi­
tion that’s up, and it wouldn’t necevsarily be exactly re­
lated but It would be related in some capacity.”
The medium of dtxumentary films provided a non­
competitive way to bring movies to the Art Center.John­
ston said the intent o f the movie night is not to compete 
with any other local theaters, but rather to showcase films 
that people cannot just order easily from Netflix or rent 
at Blcx'kbuster. So far the idea has been a success.
“We have had really good turnout and a really nice 
response from people,” said Johnston. “When we started, 
my hope was that we would get five people and we got 
10 the first time, then we got 20 and the next time we 
got 30, so It has been growing little bit by little bit each 
time, which is woiidcrh.il and people seem to really enjoy 
It.”
As a film enthusiast myself, to say that I enjoyed the 
experience would be to cheapen it. Love is more like it, 
and not only because o f the smart and unique choice 
o f film, but because the entiiv experience was so inclu­
sive: you arc surrounded by physical art while being ro­
manced by an enthralling dtxunientar^' shedding light 
on your surroundings. Johnston was right when she said 
It would “broaden and deepen” my understanding o f the 
works because I am sure that had I only viewed the piec­
es briefly, I may not have been as affected by the medium 
(wood) and the talent that gix's into manipulating it. As 
I left, I felt as though I had learned a grc'at deal about
W hen we started, 
my hope was that we 
would get five 
people... (and) it has 
been growing little by 
little bit each time.
— Maura Johnson 
AsMsuni director of the ArfCenter
lohnston.
Filiiigoer Bob Staller, SI, said that he and his wife 
knew about the movie night from the San Luis Obispo 
Art Association. Staller found a personal connection 
within the short film on male knitting, because he recalls 
knitting in grammar school for the servicemen during 
the war. Me said that although he probably won’t knit 
again anytime soon, it is something that he is very in­
terested in.
“ It was quite a treat,” Staller said of the night. “The 
kind o f movie we saw, having to do with the sculpture 
o f human figures out o f wood. 1 thought it was an amaz­
ing talent."
When asked if he would be attending future movie 
nights, his answer was immediate: “Oh, yeah.”
On track w ith Staller, 1 have to say that 1 will also be 
attending future movie nights, and due to the upcoming 
film topic in F ebruarv', C'al Boly students may see it as an 
opportunity to get involved in an ever-growing social 
issue: food.
Sounds simple, but it really isn’t. The Hungry Blanet 
exhibition will focus on “what the world eats,” by taking 
a look at food consumption around the globe and what
our intake and food choices re- 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ally mean for the environment.
According to Johnston, the film 
and display will be “more inter­
esting than scary,” but will be an 
eye-opener no less.
“For the Hungry Planet 
show we h.ive “The Future 
o f Food,” a documentary by 
Delxirah Koons (larcia, which 
is a remarkable film about ge­
netic engineering about how it 
is not only aflecting the growth 
o f food sources but also how it 
affects our bodies. It is a really, 
really challenging, interesting 
documentary.”
“It discusses the global im­
pact o f how food IS transferred 
all over the w'orld,” she gtx's on. 
“And it talks about the nutri­
tional content o f food. We live 
in a world that it so different, 
but the one thing we share in common is that we have 
to eat. It looks at the differences, and it looks at the place 
o f foexF in the global context. Something like 46 photo­
graphs will be in the main gallery, along with text, they 
will give insight to this issue.”
In the center o f the Hungry F^ lanet exhibit there will 
be a canned goods drive, and an artist will be on location 
creating a sculpture out o f the cans people bring in, giv­
ing the community a chance to be a part o f the art. The 
cans will be donated to the Food Fkink Coalition, and 
Johnston said that they would really like to see student 
involvement in their endeavor.
Karen Kile, executive director o f the Art Center said 
that the Hungry Planet exhibit deals with ivsues that ev­
eryone has to think about and that the topic was a natu­
ral choice for the difficult times.
“As this year evolved and harder economic time's hit, 
people’s needs increased for basic everything,” she said. 
“ It was ea.sy to show a nice photographic exhibit that’s 
well done, but we thought, how can we add some layers 
to this so that people can say when they are seeing it, 
‘What can I do? What can I buy and serve to my family?’ 
We have had all o f these issues come up, genetic foods, 
etc. It is the right time to do it.”
“We are an art center that wants to present lots of 
different works,” Kile said, “lint also offer a better un­
derstanding o f what people are seeing. It is what we are 
supposed to be doing. It feels good doing it.”
For more information on upcoming movie nights 
and the F lungry Planet exhibit, visit www.sloartcenter.
the art, which after all. is the whole point according to org.
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Spain’s Prado 
teams up with 
Googie Earth
Ciaran Giles
ASS(X lATl I) 1‘RhSS
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Spain’s Prado Museum director 
Miguel Zugaza is seen backlighted 
by a projection of a Google Earth 
slideshow after a press conference, 
in Madrid, Tuesday, Jan. 13, 2009.
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M ADRID, Spain —  Spain’s 
Prado Museum has teamed up with 
Google Earth for a project that al­
lows people to zoom in on the gal­
lery's main works —  even on details 
not immediately discernible to the 
hiiniaii eye.
The initiative, announced Tues­
day, is the first o f its kind involving 
an art museum. It involves 14 o f the 
Prado’s choicest paintings, including 
Diego Velazquez’s “Las Meninas,” 
Francisco de (ioya’s “Third ofM .iy” 
and Peter Paul Rubens’ “The Three 
(iraces.”
“There is no better way to pay 
tribute to the great masters o f the 
history o f art than to universalize 
knowledge o f their works using op- 
timiim conditions,” Prado director 
Miguel Zugaza said.
(ioogle Spain director Javier R o ­
driguez Zapatero said the images 
now available on the Internet were 
1,400 times clearer than what would 
be rendered with a 10-niegapi.xel 
camera.
“With Cioogle Earth technology 
it is possible to enjoy these magnifi­
cent works in a way never previously 
possible, obtaining details impossible 
to appreciate through firsthand ob­
servation,” he said at a news confer­
ence at the imiseum.
Cioogle Earth is a free service 
provided by the Internet search en­
gine company Google that uses sat­
ellite technology to reproduce maps 
and finely detailed images o f places 
throughout the world, from people’s 
houses in American cities to beaches 
or forests in Africa.
The ifrado idea was the brain­
child o f Cioogle worker Cilara R i­
vera.
“There is nothing comparable to 
standing before any o f these paint­
ings. but this offers a complementary 
view,” Rivera said.
“Normally you have to stand 
a good distance away from these 
works, but this offers you the chance 
to see details that you could only see 
from a big ladder placed right beside
D A N IE l. ( H :H 0 A d e  ASSOCIAI>:i)
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A detailed view from a projection 
of the new Google Earth project 
on Spain’s Prado museum is seen 
during a press conference, in 
Madrid, Tuesday, Jan. 13, 2009. 
Spain’s Prado Museum has teamed 
up with Cioogle Earth in a unique 
project that allows art enthusi­
asts to zoom in on the gallery’s 
main works from anywhere in the 
world, and even detect details not 
immediately discernible to the 
human eye. The initiative, the first 
of its kind in the world, involves 
14 paintings which include Ve­
lazquez’s “1 ^  Meninas,” Goya’s 
“Third of May” and Rubens’ “The 
Three Graces.”
them.”
With the click o f a mouse, she 
showed examples including that of 
a minuscule wasp on the petal o f a 
flower just above the head o f the 
women in the Rubens work. An­
other gave a microscopic glance o f a 
teardrop in ICoger van der Weyden’s 
“Descent from the C'ross.”
The project involved 8,2(K) pho­
tographs taken between May and 
July last year which were then com­
bined with Cioogle Earth’s zoom-in 
technology.
“With the digital image we’re 
seeing the body of the paintings 
with almost scientific detail,” Zugaza 
said. “What we don’t see is the soul 
The soul will always only be seen by 
contemplating original.”
FCodriguez Zapatero said there 
were no immediate plans to extend 
the initiative to more o f the Prado’s 
paintings or to other museums. He 
said Cioogle had footed the entire 
bill, but he declined to give any de­
tails o f costs.
The images can be seen by going 
to Cioogle, downloading the CioogL' 
Earth software, then typing in I’rado 
Museum in the search engine. Once 
the museum zooms into focus, click 
on the square with the name o f the 
.IiiM SLW J. .
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Hellboy
Everyone’s favorite demon
So I’m probably going to nerd out on you right now 
but 1 don’t care.You probably already know that I’m pretty 
into comics, and it you don’t, you do now. I’ve read quite 
a tew ot them in my day (probably an understatement) 
and I try to let people know which ones are good and 
which ones are crap. When I went home tor Christmas 
1 had to keep my load o f comics to the bare minimum, 
because, you know, I had to socialize with my funily and 
stutf. So 1 decided to take only my favorite comic series 
ever; “Hellboy.”
My guess is that most people at least know o f Hell­
boy by name, most likely from the movies, the first one 
which came out a few years back, and the follow- up, 
“The (îolden Army,” which came out last summer. Hon­
estly, I really enjoyed those films. They were a blast if only 
for the fact they portrayed pretty much the most badass 
character ever.
Little may you know, however that “Hellboy” has been 
out for about 15 years now. In that time, creator Mike 
Mignola has churned out some eight trades (or “graphic 
novels” if you prefer that term) not to mention a whole 
wealth o f related stories, such as“lLP.R.l).” by borrowing 
everything from Irish and Russian folklore to the hard­
hitting action o f 1930s and ‘40s pulp fiction, all through 
a unique modern perspective that make up the Hellboy 
universe.
Where do 1 even begin describing Hellboy? Well, 
let me start by asking a question: what more could you 
want in a comic, or any story, really, than for a huge red 
half-demon creature who was brought into this world 
to bring about the apocalypse but rather chooses to do 
good and eat pancakes, fighting off hordes o f evil with his 
“Right Hand o f Doom”? Honestly, 1 can’t think o f any­
thing more I could ever want. 1 mean, after reading“Hell-
boy,” 1 just don’t appreciate a comic as much if 1 don’t see 
a robotic ape, created by a Nazi scientist, whose head is 
preserved in ajar, getting punched in the face. To top it 
all off, “Hellboy” is full o f strange and loveable characters, 
like Abe Sapien, a weird but articulate fish-man found 
in an incubating tube, to Roger, a homunculus; a man 
created in a jar by a specific formula consisting o f roots, 
herbs and bodily fluids. The awesonieness never stops!
There is just so much more to say about “Hellboy,” but 
honestly you just need to stop being a shiny and go out 
and read the comics. As with anything, it’s best to start at 
the beginning, 
which would be 
“Hellboy: Seed 
o f Destruction.”
You won’t be 
disappointed.
1 )on’t miss 
next week’s ar­
ticle because 
I’m talking 
about arguably 
the best piece 
o f fiction to 
come out in su­
per hero comic 
book history:
D (”s Identity 
Crisis. It’s some­
thing that even 
people who 
aren’t dorks can 
appreciate, at 
least in theory. COURTESY PHOTO
SAG meeting ends with no clarity on strike vote
Ryan Nakashinia
\SS(K l \l I 1) PHI s s
LOS .ANCFI LS —  1 he prospects for a 
strike-authorization vote by film and I V ac­
tors were unclear Luesday after board mem­
bers o f the Screen Actors Cuild attempted 
but apparently failed to fire their lead nego­
tiator 111 a two-day meeting.
Forces inside the union had sought to 
have SA C’s national executive director, 1 )oug 
Allen, removed from talks with Hollywood 
producers as a dispute raged over whether 
the union should proceed with a strike vote, 
which Allen supports. A vote was original­
ly announced m December but ultimately 
postponed until this week.
After a meeting that began Monday and 
ran into Tuesday afternoon at SA (í head­
quarters, one participant told Fhe Associ­
ated Press that the attempt to oust Allen had
Our Prices are
proven unsuccessful.
The actor spoke on condition o f ano­
nymity because the meeting was supposed 
to be confidential. A spokeswoman for the 
120,09()-m em ber guild had no immeiliate 
comment.
(A)ining into the week’s meeting, SACI 
leaders planned to send out strike-autho­
rization ballots as early as Wednesday and 
count the vote within about three weeks. 
That would be enough time to disrupt the 
Academy Awards and give the guild more 
negotiating power with Hollywood studios.
The actors h.ive been working without a 
contract since June 3 0 .They have been press­
ing the major movie studios for a better deal 
on residual payments for productions made 
for Internet distribution. They also want 
to ensure continued benefits during work 
stoppages, including those that are caused by 
strikes bv other unions.
Huge Winter Sale 
All Clearance 
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I'v* Loved You So Long (PG-13)
Fri; 4:00, 6:45, 9:15 
Sat: 1:30, 4:00, 6:45, 9:15 
Sun: 1:30,4 00, 6:45 
Mon-Thurs: 4:00, 6:45
Slumdog Millionaire (NR)
Fri: 4:00, 6:45, 9:15 
Sat: 1:30, 4^ 6:45, 9:15 
Sun: 1:30, 4:00, 6:45 
Mon-Thurs: 4:00, 6:45
The Reader (R)
Fri: 4:00, 6:45, 9:15 
Sat; 1:30, 4:00, 6:45, 9:15 
Sun: 1:30, 4:00, 6:45 
Mon-Thurs: 4:00, 6:45
General Admission: $7.50 Hatinec $5.00 
Monday All shows $5.00 
mysfMcc.com/ (805)
theoalmtheatre S41-5161
HECTOR MATA ASSOCIATED PRESS
Location manager Jason Powell demonstrates against the possibility of a 
Screen Actors Guild strike outside the Hollywood Renaissance Hotel in 
Hollywood on Dec. 17, 2008.
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‘Defiance’ is a muted telling of great story
Christy l.emire
ASCMCIATKO
I f  only “Defiance” were as spirited 
and feisty as the tide suggests. And it 
held such promise, too.
The real-life story o f brothers who 
lead their fellow Jews into the forest o f 
Belarus during summer 1941 to fig^t 
Nazis and form their own community 
offers a g^ Umpse into a facet o f the Ho­
locaust we might not have known about 
before. Such a new ang^e is hard to find, 
especially recendy, when there’s been a 
slew o f films with Holocaust themes 
including “Valkyrie,” “The Reader” and 
“TTie Boy in the Striped P^amas.”
But director Edward Zwick’s movie 
never finds a way to grab you emo­
tionally, despite typically strong per­
formances fiom Daniel Craig and Liev 
Schreiber as two o f the Bielski brothers, 
Hivia and 2 ^  It’s as if  Zwick was more 
concerned widi making sure we know 
the movie is about Something Impor­
tant —  which should be obvious based 
on the sul^ect matter alone —  rather 
than taking any narradve or aesthetic 
risks or delving into die complexity o f 
the characters.
TUvia is the stoic leader and protec­
tor; younger brother Zus is the blood­
thirsty rebel; Jamie Bell, as the youngest 
o f the three, is caught somewhere in the 
middle. Women who’ve shown up fiom 
various villages and walks o f life be­
come their “fiirest wives,” their primary 
fimcdon apparendy being to fawn over
KAltEN BALLARD asso cia ted  pr ess  
In this image released by Paramount Vantage, Jam ie Bell, left, 
and Daniel Craig are shown in a scene fiom “Defiance.”
them and then worry about them when they head o ff into 
potential danger. Naturally. Craig gets die most beaudfiil forest 
vrife o f all: the mysterious, Wue-eyed lilka (Alexa Davalos), 
with whom he shares a tastefiiUy U ^ted tumble in a bundle o f 
furs. (He is James Bond, after all.)
But the Bielslds also get he^, as their ranks g;row, fiom 
refugees fiom  all over whoVe heard about dieir hidden village 
and want to hide, forge a new life and, eventually, fight back 
— everyone fiom carpenters to intellectuab.The rare moments 
o f comic relief come fiom their attempts to fool nearby v ill^ - 
ers out o f their food.
Otherwise, there’s something too 
muted, too re^jcctfiil and, ultimately, 
too didactic about Zwick and Clayton 
Frohman’s script, based on the book by 
NechamaTec. It’s a great story told in a 
remarkably unremarikable way.
You’re more likely to walk away 
feeling wowed by the romantic cin- 
ematt^raphy fiom veteran Eduardo 
Serra (who also shot Zwick’s “Blood 
Diamond”), with its lush green mead­
ows that give way to t id in g  whites 
as winter envelops the ever-growing 
encampment. Snow delicately falling 
on a makeshift hi^pah during a young 
cot^le’s wedding is pne moment that 
s|xings to mind.
Beautifiil as “Defiance” is, tiiough« 
it almost makes you long for a docu­
mentary on the subject instead. You 
might actually get some meat and grit 
with your history lesson.
“Defiance,” a Ruamotmt Vantage 
release, b rated R  for violence and 
language. Running time: 137 minutes. 
Two stars out o f four.
KAREN BALLARD
ASSOCUTED PRESS
liev Schridber (left) 
and Daniel Craig 
star in “Defiiance,” 
one of several new 
films fi>cusiitg on 
the Holocaiist.
What other college newspaper lets you
watch videos?
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JO H N  OVtRMYF.R n k w s a h t
D on’t use m y tax dollars to  
fund your w eather predictions
1 wrote about the global vvarniiiig (A(1W) de­
bate List week, evoking the predictable feedback 
and Hack, some o f it apt and intriguing, some of it 
silly and sopbomoric.
1 daresay that it seems to ruffle the feathers of 
many when a lowly, non-scientist half-wit ctmi- 
moner hazards an opinion on this issue. While I 
humbly .idmit to fitting the description, describ­
ing my glowing qualifications would he a tragic 
digression and likely an unnecessary one at that.
T he more obvious matter that deserves consid­
eration is, why does the lowly, non-scientist, half­
wit commoner even bother with trumpeting his 
two cents worth? You do not find debates about 
the veracity of quantum mechanics theory spill­
ing into the public papers and inciting the same 
spirited, if generally hopelessly uninformed, debate 
as global warming prompts. Why is it that this 
scientific debate proceeds in such an unscientific 
manner?
Whatever your beliefs about global warming, 
you have to admit its a pretty motley crew that’s 
caught in the tangle, everyone from mad and (let us 
pray) brilliant scientists to average, but concerned, 
Joes, to swarms of blustering, blaring politicians, 
among them a former vice-president. Isn't it a 
perplexing curiosity that this debate, which you 
would expect to he properly confined to the halls 
of science, spills out like a drunken brawl onto the 
public streets?
The world has not enjoyed such a debate since 
a certain Italian genius challenged the its estab­
lished understanding o f the orientation o f celes­
tial bodies. But this time it isn’t anyone’s particular 
religious prejudices that drive a wedge between 
proponents and opponents o f global warming. No, 
this debate is fueled by something much more ma­
terial. Some might call it a “green movement,’’ and 
that is exactly what it is, for it is driven by money.
While there arc many who arc indignant that
such an important debate should count among its 
participants rough yokels, let me assure you, it’s to 
be expected. The dc’bate concerning global warm­
ing is emphatically forced into the public square 
because it concerns the public treasury —  that is, 
yours and my tax dollars.The simple, un.ivoidable 
truth is, when it regards the public’s money, the 
public may debate it.This is a democracy after all.
At this point, it becomes quite obvious why 
the debate is ,is inHaiiiiii.itory as it is. If the world is 
warming, we must (so wc are told) spend billions
Don’t Tread
by Jeremy Hicks
and trillions to repulse it for both posterity’s and 
our sakes. If the globe is not warming, I’m sure I’m 
not alone in expressing the sentiment that we’ll be 
happy to keep our money, if you please.
When you consider this understanding o f the 
debate, it becomes clear that there are only two 
truly important parties to this dcbate.The first one 
wants to take and spend your money —  after all, 
no single individual or private group seems will­
ing to tender the trillions necessary to avert the 
impending catastrophe —  presumably for noble, 
even sentimental, causes, like children yet to be.
The second group, whatever their belief.
w hether they believe the world is melting or freez­
ing or turning somersaults, is much more likeable 
for It does not demand the public’s money.
The world is warming or it is freezing; either 
way, certain disaster looms. In either scenario, the 
convicted eatastrophist might insist, even demand, 
that the government is authorized to take what­
ever me.ins necessary. I disagree. But even so, the 
certainty o f the disaster as w’ell as the efficacy of 
the means to mollify it must both be established 
prior to making demands on the public treasury. 
Surely, nobody contends this elementary step. And 
only a true zealot consciously avoiding any incon­
venient facts would claim that both requirements 
have been met.
Now, please, don’t mistake me to relish tram­
pling on anyone’s inner barometer. That is the last 
thing 1 would desire. If you believe the world is 
warming, please gather your comrades and take all 
the necessary precautions. If you believe the world 
to be freezing, I urge you to do likewise.
But do it on your own time, with your own 
money.
I, for one, do not live in a nation whose gov­
ernment is authorized to dribble away taxpayers’ 
money "Vying to predict tomorrow’s weather or 
implementing grand schemes to avert those pre­
dictions. Point out the provision in the Constitu­
tion that allows for that!
But wait, the nation that actually recognized 
constraints on the government must have been 
that o f my forefathers. Now, we live in Obama’s 
nation so 1 suppose we should all cheerfully get 
along with the plan, ('in the sunny side, at least 
we’re promised a jo b  or two out o f the agenda, 
misguided though it is.
Jeremy Hieks is a 200S political scieme ciraduate, the 
founder o f the Cal Poly Uhertarian Club and a Mus- 
tana Daily politcal columnist.
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O pinion 13
Product downsizing l e t t e r s
«  i TO THE EDITOR
cheats consumers
Natalie Hein
D.MIY HIIUIN (U( I.A)
You wouldn’t pay the same 
amount for half a sandwich as you 
wcHild for a full one. You wouldn’t 
pay for a “supersized” meal and be 
content with the regular size. So 
why are you paying for full- 
sized groceries and receiv­
ing minis? “
Perhaps you’ve heard of 
downsizing in reference to 
layoffs -  a practice that, as 
students, does not necessar­
ily affect us. But our sinking 
economy is causing down­
sizing in areas beyt^nd the 
job market. Downsizing, in 
terms o f selling less product 
in a standard package for the _ _
same or higher price, is be­
coming more popular. This 
means fewer potato chips 
in a bag, less cereal in a bo.\ while 
you’re still paying as high a price as 
ever. And you thought the recession 
wasn’t affecting you.
As our country'’s economic activ­
ity continues to diminish, the cost 
o f raw materials continues to climb. 
Over the past few years, manufac­
turers have made budget cuts every­
where they could, due to the rise in 
cost o f raw materi.ils.
Yet manufacturers h.ave reached 
the point where there’s not much 
fat left to trim, and so their financial 
burden has been passed down 
to us, the con­
sumers. But 
because o f our 
c o m p e t i - 
tive market, 
m a n u fa c -  
t u r e r s 
and re­
t a i l e r s  
are reluc­
tant to raise 
the price o f their 
product outright.
They fear breaking 
a popularly accepted 
price point because do­
ing so wtnild give their 
competition the upper 
hand. Surely, the last time 
you bought paper towels, you 
scanned the aisle for the lowest 
price for the most n>lls. Know­
ing this consumer trend, manu­
facturers and retailers often opt 
for a sneakier price-increase tactic: 
downsizing their product.
C'hanges in product sizes are 
virtually unnoticeable to the undis­
cerning eye. A box o f Apple Jacks 
now holds 15 ounces where it once 
held 17. Fruit Loops now hold 17 
ounces where they once held 19.7. 
A Hershey’s bar that was previously 
S ounces is now 6.8 ounces and pa­
rades around as a “Chant bar.” Frankly, 
with so many weight-loss-centered 
New Year’s resolutions, a cut in por­
tion sizes isn’t really the worst thing 
for the American consumer. It is the 
deceptive nature o f these downsizes 
that is really the key issue.
A sneaky case o f C'ottonelle bath 
tissue downsizing was recently un­
rolled by an online source, mouse- 
print.org, that works to expose fine 
print in advertising. They visually 
compared two packages that both 
claimed to hold .304 sheet rolls with 
each sheet measuring 4.2 by 4.0 
inches. Yet, one package was no­
ticeably taller than the other. After 
contacting the company and learn­
ing of the company’s downsize from 
4..3 inch sheets o f bath tissue to 4.2, 
the site deduced that some of the 
older 4.5 width rolls were put into 
a newer wrapper that had the new 
lowered sheet count and narrower
This supermarket shrinkdown is 
surely shielding us firim the 
reality of our economic 
situation. W e are witnessing few 
price increases at the grocery 
store, yet prices have skyrocketed.
width on the label. They speculated 
that the packaging mistake was per­
haps “an interim step in the down­
sizing process to hide the change for 
anyone comparing the older label to 
the newer one.”
Such hurdles to fair-price-com­
parisons should not be allowed in 
our market. In many cases, 
a downsize cannot
ii
JENNIFER KOHNKE n f w s a r t
detected through side-by-side com­
parison.
1 didn’t notice downsizing until 
I was helping my mom cook din­
ner over break. A box o f 1 )reamfields 
pasta, weighing one pound, used to 
fit perfectly into a canister in our 
kitchen. I watched my mom emp­
ty the contents o f the box into the 
canister, and to my surprise the pasta 
did not reach the top. Something 
was wrong. I checked the box. The
box that used to read 16 ounces now 
read 13. There was no discount for 
the missing three ounces, but rather a 
price increase.What’s more troubling 
is that according to a Nielsen report 
from this past summer, products like 
dried pasta are siij^osed to be un­
scathed by our economic downturn.
The inaccuracy o f this as­
sertion supports a different 
claim that 2009 will hold 
a commodity cost increase 
double that o f 2(K)8, leav­
ing no product immune to 
downsizing.
This supermarket 
shrinkdown is surely 
shielding us from the real­
ity o f our economic situa­
tion.We are witnessing few 
_ _  price increases at the gro­
cery store, yet prices have 
skyrocketed. The Ameri­
can consumer did not 
consent to having the wool pulled 
over her eyes. According to Nielsen, 
47 percent o f American consumers 
would prefer to buy larger products 
for more money than having their 
normal portions downsized, while 
only 9 percent o f surveyed Ameri­
cans showed support for downsiz­
ing.
Manufacturers are thus not only 
miniaturizing their products, but also 
minimizing the consumer’s inHuence 
in the marketplace by forcing us 
to comply with a price-increase 
strategy’ th.it we would otherwise 
oppose.
Downsizing has more o f a 
downside than just being de­
ceptive. It produces “upsized” 
waste. With fewer plastic bag­
gies in a box, there is more 
waste per baggie as the box 
is more quickly emptied 
and discarded, and a new 
box is purchased just 
to reach the same fate. 
Downsizing also leads 
to bungled recipes. A 
recipe that calls for a 
can o f Starkist tuna 
will now come out 
less fishy due to 
the shrunken 
content m the 
cans.
T  h e 
unknow­
ing con- 
s u m e r s 
d o n ’ t 
know to 
adjust their 
recipe to the 
new siiKiller por­
tions until it’s too late, 
and who has time to cal­
culate conversions for the 
missing ounce or two here and 
there?
As college students, our purse 
strings are already tighter than most, 
and we tend to rely on price-com­
parison shopping to help us budget. 
Yet fair comparisons are far more 
difficult to make, now that downsiz­
ing has confused the market against 
our will. Manufacturers and retailers 
should be increasing prices outright 
instead o f trying to sneak them un­
der our noses. They’ve downsized 
their product, not my intelligence, 
and I’m not fooled.
WUitlie Hew is a cohwitiist for the Daiiy 
Bruhi at ( /CL4.
Breaking the main myth 
of the Israel/Palestine 
conflict
One o f the mam criticisms o f 
Israel is the myth that Jews stole 
the land from the Balestinians. 
Never mind that there was no 
ofTicial nation called Balestine 
before Israel declared indepen­
dence in 1948. Never mind that 
there were Jews living in the re­
gion far before the great migra­
tion after the holocaust, or that 
much o f the land was bought by 
Jews since 1880.
Arabs immigrated to the 
region during the British Man­
date in the early 20th century 
to take advantage o f the higher 
standard o f living, education and 
jobs. Therefore, if  the Jews really 
had a policy to expel the Arabs, 
then the policy was a miserable 
failure.
In 1947, UN  resolution 181 
declared a partition plan to de­
clare a state to Jews and another 
to Arabs, which Jews accepted 
and all Arab states rejected. If 
Arabs accepted the plan, a Bales- 
tinian and a Jewish state would 
be living side by side today. 
Occupation is a result o f wars 
started by Arabs and the refusal 
o f Balestmians to live in peace 
with Israel. If  Palestinians want a 
state, they must demonstrate that 
they oppose the harsh terrorism 
tactics threatening Israel since 
1948.
Today, it’s the extremist 
Muslim ideology o f hate being 
supported by the Arab com ­
munity that threatens the only 
democracy in the Middle East. 
This ideology opposes Israel’s 
freedom o f speech, religion, hu­
man rights, women’s rights, the 
high standard o f  living in their 
green and clean cities, and their
development o f cutting-edge 
technology.
Benjam in N ejathaim
landscape architecture senior
Preventing corruption 
in the government
Marhze, you are absolutely 
right. The thesis became clear 
to me about halfway through 
the article (published yesterday): 
all politicians are corrupt, some 
more than others. Ultimately, all 
politicians are corrupt to some 
extent. The ones that were fund­
ed the least, however, have less 
favors to hand out upon reach­
ing the White House. Voting for 
the charismatic candidate (which 
people inevitably do) will not 
stop corruption. 1 believe the so­
lution does lie in smaller govern­
ment and third party candidates.
. s^ Marlize pointed out, small­
er government limits the power 
o f politicians, reducing their 
ability to hand out favors at the 
taxpayer’s expense. A smaller gov­
ernment would waste less taxpay­
er money to operate and would 
reduce the influence o f the in­
dividual politician. Another way 
to reduce corruption (not men­
tioned in the article) is through 
third party candidates. Obama 
spent record amounts o f  money 
on his campaign trail while less­
er-known Ralph Nader spent 
nothing in comparison. If a 3rd 
party candidate like Nader were 
elected, he would have less favors 
to repay to his donors. I encour­
age our nation to break the two 
party stranglehold, and vote for 
real change: vote third party next 
time.
A aron Baldw in
electrical en(<ineerin^ sophomore
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get their news.
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Houses For Salé
No\> is flit* time to buy a 
house! lake A(lval1ta^e of 
llujie Diseounts and Histori- 
eally Lmv .Mortj»ajie Rates. 
Free List of SLO Houses/ 
Condos for Sale. 
ste> e@ slolionies.eom 
Nelson Real Fstate 546-1990
N’isit us at \v\\ w.nuistanudailv. 
nct/classilicds to \ iew pictures, 
and to place your ad today!
Housing
2 br I ba apt. kitcli w/ fridge, 
stove. VV7 d. util paid. $1150/ 
mo. close to school.
(501)837-0390
For Sale
Place your classified ad 
today! Visit us online or call 
us at (805) 756-1143
Pop Culture Shock Therapy by Doug Bratton
popailturecomics com O Doug Bratton 200‘)
I Work m/
PUTT Off foR PA/S. 
THEM Soi^  olP, FAT GU/ IN A 
STUPID PEP CoSTUf^  STEPS IH 
FOR ORE NIGHT AND TAKES ALi 
THE credit. I WANT TO SLAP 
THE "HO HO HO" right 
OUT OF HIM.'//
Í
Man\ elves enter Anger Management after 
the Holidays.
Across
1 Cavern
6 Famous
9 Bone: Prefix
13 Mimicked some 
farm animals
14 Application
15“ to please"
17 Song of praise
18 Longtime 
morning TV host
20 Iowa, for one
22 “From my 
perspective
23 Remote mail 
service Abbr.
24 “And the 
goes to ..
26 Ranch 
extension“^
27 Award place for 
a green ribbon
29 Discern
31 Stretched much 
too tar as 
language
34 Invite tor
38 “Yes"
39 Soviet military 
force
42 A. as in 
Augsburg
43 Part of U.N.C.F.
45 Hors
47 Mesopotamia, 
today
5 0  _______ luxury
51 Call letters?
53 Fab
55 Lots of caresses, 
e.g.. for snort
57 Relative of a 
kingfisher
59 Had dinner at a 
restaurant
62 Be idle
64 Rubbish
65 Query at a poker 
table
66 E-mail suffix
67 Expected
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
M
N
M
M
M
W
M
68 Prom coif
69 „„ -pitch
70 “Funny Girl" 
composer
Down
1 Band boosters
2 Condition in 
outer space
3 Ingredient in a 
witches' brew
4 Check again, as 
the books
5 “Enid and 
dine"
(palindrome)
6 Cadge
7 Prolific Asimov
8 Intimates
9 Mice catchers
10 Congers
11 Kraut modifier
12 Kid’s song 
retrain
16 Mohawked actor 
of 1980s TV
19 If rotates ... and 
may be rotated
21 __Dame
25 Lose hair
28 Uproar
30 Easy two-pointer
31 Common alloy 
component
32 Literature class 
reading
33 Pop
35 Out of whack
36 Liaison
37 Slip-___(some
shoes)
40 It must be cast
P
a n d
Lost and Found I  Announcements || Annouucements
LOST Gold Riiui. in the .shape i 
of a ROSH on 01/05. Please eall | 
530.906.93S4 v\ ith any infor- 
malion.
LOST Ke>s. Has a Volkswagon 
ke> ehain and brown sandal, 
lots of keys. Please eontaet
_______ #760-473-2675_______
l.osi and Found ads are FREE. 
Email miistangdaily 
elassihedsiO'gmail.eom
Robin’s Skiiicare 
& Waxing
e
eOJlLIBRILM
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL!
$10 off brazilian wax. $5 off all other 
bikini wax. Spray tans now $35! 
Show your Student I.D. for specials.
Call 805.459.5505 
Located at 3930 Broad Street, SLO
Volunteer at Cal Poly Student 
Community Services. UU 
Room 217!(805) 756- 5834
EE Majors. Topanga 
SchematicMaker. electrical 
schematic and documenta­
tion software, immediate 
download only $59.99 www. 
topangasoftware.com
MURRAY STATION
Your hom e while 
y o u ’re a w ay  
from hom e
NOW LEASING
www.rriurraystatlonapartmentl.com
Hey Boo - Happy 75 days! 
<3 Moo
Happy Anniversary! Happy 
two years Matty Rowe! 
Love, Lizzie Bear
Run a Classified Display 
“Mustang Mini” ! Contact 
your ad rep at 756-1143
Big Brothers Big Sisters
B o w l Kids'
Strike it BIG!
Please join us March 1st 
11am-7pm
a/
Mustang Lanes
Register at www.slobigs.org 
Or call 805.781.3226
have something to say?
mustangdai lyopinions@gmail.com
G irls  &  S p o rts  by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein
YOU’RE SUCH 
A FUNNY (SUY, 
nARSHAU
WHAT AM I?  
A CLOWN? DO 
I  AMUSE YOU?
I'VE COTTA ^  
STOP WATCHINC 
"(SOODFELLAS" EVERY 
TIME ITS ON TV
|1B
30
SU I do Iku
© Puzzles by Pappocom
I 57 56
36
Puzzle by Jo e  Krozel
41 Stiller s partner
44 Walgreens rival
46 Reject, as an 
incumbent m an 
election
48 Memo start
49 Lines
51 Language 
quintet
comprising the 
only elements in 
the shaded 
boxes
52 Prepare tor a 
drive
54 Gearshift 
sequence
56 Make aware
57 Globe circler of 
1889-90
58 River through 
Pisa
60 Seminary degs.
61 Actress Daly
63 Husband-and- 
wife team, e.g.
E A S Y #66
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1 49 a minute, or, with a credit 
card. 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available tor the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS 
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit 
nytimes.com/mobilexword for more information 
Online subscriptions: Today s puzzle and more than 2.000 past 
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: n^imes.com/learning/xwords.
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Henderson
continued from  pnge 12
(.■itiici too hliiul to see Ills name 
on tlie ballot tir were New Yorkers 
who still held a grudge against him 
tor playing poker in the eliibhonse 
while the Mets were attempting to 
hold on to a one-rim lead in Cíame 
6 ot the National League
Cdiampionship Series.
His talents were so immense 
that in his prime it seemed like he 
could steal a base or hit a home 
run any time he felt the need. His 
performante was so great that he 
stole more bases and scored more 
runs than any other player, had the 
second-most walks, and banged out 
3,055 hits.
And while he may not have 
always known the names o f his 
teammates, he seemed to always 
know what his final place in his­
tory would always be. When he 
broke Lou Brock’s career stolen 
base record in 1991, Henderson 
lifted third base over his head and 
addressed the crowd, which includ­
ed the man whose record he had 
just broken.
“Lou Brock was the symbol o f 
great base stealing,” he said, micro­
phone in hand.“But today, I am the 
greatest o f all time.”
Muhammad Ali might argue 
that, but Henderson was never shy 
when pontificating on the object 
o f his greatest love —  him self He 
almost always did it while refer­
ring to himself in the third person, 
as if  he existed on another level no 
mere mortal could understand.
His place in the Hall o f  Fame w'as 
always assured, though Henderson 
will go there about as grudgingly
Wednesday, January 14, 2009
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as any player before him. He’s 50 
now, but only four years ago was 
batting leadoff for the San 1 )iego 
Surf I )awgs as he plotted a way to 
somehow get a 26th season in the 
big leagues.
If it was up to Henderson he’d 
still be playing today, because R ick ­
ey always wanted nothing more 
than to be playing baseball. Hven 
now he’s still holding out hope.
“They said I have to be retired 
to go in the Hall o f Fame,” he said 
in a conference call after the an­
nouncement. “Maybe they give me 
that day or two that I come back 
and it wouldn't mess up anything.”
Just wait until Henderson gives 
his induction speech in Ciooper- 
stown, N.Y., on July 26. He may 
become the first inductee to use 
the platform to complain that no 
team will take a chance on him.
Indeed, Henderson’s self-ab­
sorption defined his career almost 
as much as his statistics. He bounced 
from teani-to-team —  nine in all 
—  always in search o f both the best 
deal and the best spot to showcase 
his seemingly unlimited abilities. 
He played in three World Series, 
winning two, but the ultimate goal 
never seemed to be about the rings 
but about himself.
That carried into his retirement, 
which included a classic Rickey 
moment in 2007 when Henderson, 
sitting m the stands at AT&T Bark, 
caught a foul ball and refused to 
give it up to a nearby kid despite 
calls from his fellow spectators.
“Everybody was asking me for 
the ball,” Henderson said. “ 1 said, 
‘You’re not getting this ball. 1 al­
ways wanted to get a foul ball. This 
one’s going on a shelf at home.”
Just Rickey being Rickey.
( / )
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Lowe
continued from page 12
spent his entire big-league career 
with the Braves but was coming 
ofl major shoulder surgery.
The signings o f Lowe and 
Kawakanii should take some of the 
heat off the front office, though 
Atlanta is still in the market for a 
power-hitting outfielder.
“They’ve done a good job  t)f 
stalking it out and having some pa-
ASSOCIATED PRi:SS FILE PHOTO
Lowe finished last season with a 14-11 
record and a 3.24 ERA. He would join 
a revamped Braves starting rotation 
that includes Kenshin Kawakami.
tience,” C iox said. “ 1 here’s a lot of 
teams involved, especially when it 
conies to the free .igeiits. I here’s al- 
w.iys six or seven teams going to be 
disappointed when they don’t land 
the guy. I'hat’s what happened up 
with Burnett and I ureal, but that’s 
the nature o f free agency.”
With Kawakanii and Lowe, the 
Br.ives would h.ive the makings of 
a solid rotation.Tliey previously ac­
quired Javier Vazquez to join hold­
over Jair Jurrjens, the team’s top 
starter last season as a rookie with 
a 13-10 record and 3.6H f:RA. An­
other rookie, Jorge Ciampillo, was 
H-7 with ;^3.91 ERA.
Vazquez was acquired from the 
Cdncago White Sox for a package 
of minor leaguers after going 12- 
16 with a 4.67 ERA.
Kawakanii is not overpowering, 
but he has good control, an effec­
tive cutter and a slow, sweeping 
curve that reminds the Braves of 
Roy Oswalt’s signature pitch.
“You’ve got to have pitching,” 
Ciox said.“You can’t play the game 
without pitching. You could have 
the best hitting team in the history 
o f baseball and you still may not get 
it done. We will feel confident now 
that whoever toes the mound on 
any particular night, we’ve got a 
good chance o f winning.”
—  A P Hasehall Writer Ronald 
Blum in New York and A P Sports 
Writer Charles Odum in Atlanta 
contributed to this report.
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always sometning new.
Earn $100-$200/shift. No experience necessary.
International Bartender School will be back in SLO one week only. Day/Eve. 
classes. Job placement pt. time/full time openings, limited seating, call today!
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Come represent your housing community 
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Mustangs grapple with Titans
M USIAN i. D A llV SIAM R l l ’OHI
The C'al I’oly vvTcstling team 
will take the mat for the final 
home dual o f the season when 
they meet Pae-lO rival ("al State 
Fullerton at 6 :30 tonight in Mott 
Ciym.
The Mustangs began their 
eonferenee schedule dropping a 
24 -10  decision to Cal State 11a- 
kersfield.
C'al Poly head 
coach John 
A z e V e d o 
said that 
the con- 
f  e r e n c e 
s c h e d u 1 e f
is filled with difficult matches no 
matter who the Mustangs face.
“There’s a lot o f parody in 
the Pac-10,” Azevedo said. “ It’s a 
tough conference and it’s not go­
ing to get any easier.”
The Titans are coming off 
team wins over Air Force and San 
Francisco on Sunday.
“ Fullerton is a solid team,” 
Azevedo added. “W e’re just keep­
ing our guys positive to go out 
and wrestle 
' their best.”
.0 * The Mus- 
^  ,, tangs wres-
% tied a com -
V ^
petitive non-conference schedule 
that included duals with Oklaho- 
ma.Missouri and Oklahoma State. 
Azevedo said the experience will 
help his wrestlers get better.
“ When you keep losing and 
some o f our guys are losing (to the 
top guys) a lot, it’s hard to keep 
them bouncing back,” he said. 
“We hope it builds some confi­
dence in that they’ve competed 
against the best in the country 
and have been close at times.” 
The Mustangs won three in­
dividual matches against Bakers­
field, including wins by Filip 
Novachkov (141 pounds), Eric 
Maldonado (149 pounds) and 
Chase Pami (157 pounds).
Novachkov (13-6 overall, 17th 
at 141 pounds) and Pami (14-6, 
9th at 157) represent the Mus­
tangs ranked in the Top 25 by 
the Amateur Wrestling News.
Injuries have forced Azevedo 
to reshuffle some o f  the weight 
classes, but he said that the ex­
perience should help his team in 
the long run.
“ We have some weights
There’s a lot 
of parody in 
the Pac-10. 
It’s a tough 
conference and 
it’s not going to 
get any easier.
—  John Azevedo
C'al Poly wrestling coach
where we’re changing up a little 
bit,” Azevedo said. “But some 
o f it’s been because o f  injuries. 
There have been a couple weights 
where we have tried other guys 
and see how they do under the 
lights. Sometimes the guys can’t 
beat their opponents in a wrestle- 
off, but under the lights they per­
form better.”
Former Dodger Lowe on verge of joining Braves
Paul N ew berry
ASSOCIATKU PRKSS
ATLANTA—  The Atlan­
ta Braves reached a preliminary 
agreement Tuesday on a $60 mil­
lion, four-year contract with Derek 
Lowe, according to a person famil­
iar with the negotiations.
The deal is subject to the pitcher 
passing a physical, the person said, 
speaking on condition o f anonym­
ity because the contract had not 
been completed.
Atlanta also finalized a three- 
year contract with Japanese all-star 
pitcher Kenshin Kawakami, but the 
35-year-old Lowe is the big catch.
A 14-game winner for the 
Dodgers in 2008, Lowe visited the 
Braves last week after longtime At­
lanta pitcher John Smoltz agreed to 
a $5.5 million, one-year deal with 
the Boston Red Sox.
Braves general manager Frank 
Wren declined comment on the 
agreement, but did say that Lowe 
would be a welcome addition to a 
rotation devastated by injuries last 
year. As an added bonus, Atlanta 
would be landing a pitcher who 
also was being sought by the rival 
New York Mets.
“We wanted get back to being 
a pitching-(oriented) team,” Wren 
said. “ If we can do another couple 
o f moves, we can get back to that 
point.”
Smoltz, Tim 'Hudson and 
Tom Glavine all went down with 
season-ending surgeries, and the 
Braves were determined to rebuild 
the staff with pitchers who have 
been largely healthy through their 
careers. Glavine has yet to resume 
throwing off a mound, while Hud­
son isn’t expected back until Au­
gust.
Lowe was a 21-game winner 
for the Red Sox in 2002 and spent 
the last four seasons in Los Ange-
les, where he went 54-48, never 
had an ERA higher than 3.88 and 
averaged more than 200 innings a 
season.
Last season, the right-hander 
was 14-11 with a 3.24 ERA  in 211 
innings.
“Derek is a guy we would love 
to have,” Wren said coyly. “We vis­
ited with him last week and would 
love to see that come true.”
The Braves had hoped to re-sign 
Smoltz for a 22nd season in Atlanta, 
but he took a deal from the Red 
Sox that included more guaranteed 
money and the chance to earn an­
other $5 million largely based on 
how much time he spends on the 
active roster.
In an interesting twist,the Braves 
reached the preliminary agreement 
with Lowe and held an afternoon 
news conference with Kawakami 
at Turner Field on the same day 
Smoltz was being introduced in 
Boston.
“ It’s different, it’s hard, but the 
game goes on,” Braves manager 
Bobby Cox said. “You pick up the 
pieces and get going.”
Kawakami is another significant 
addition, becoming the first Japa­
nese-born player in the franchise’s 
history. The 33-year-old right­
hander held up a picture he drew 
with the symbol for “soul” in his 
native language.
“My pitching style is all about 
putting my soul into my pitches,” 
he said through a translator. “1 
hope to show that in America as 
well.”
Kawakami, the 2004 Central 
League MVP, has won 112 games 
in 11 seasons in Japan and was re­
garded as one o f the top free-agent 
pitchers from Japan available this 
offseason. He was 9-5 for the Chu- 
nichi Dragons last year, though he 
missed several weeks with a strained 
back.
The Braves were confident 
about his health after the 5-foot- 
10 right-hander passed a physical 
on Monday, and they spoke with 
numerous Japanese people in the 
community to make sure he would 
feel comfortable in his new home.
“One o f the things we found 
at dinner last night was Kenshin 
speaks a little more English than 
we originally thought,” Wren said. 
“ 1 think it will be a smooth transi­
tion. He’s such a smart guy and has 
the ability to adapt.”
Though many Atlanta fans were 
outraged over the loss o f Smoltz, 
Wren and his staff moved quickly
to shore up the beleaguered rota­
tion.
The two deals also brightened 
what had been a disappointing 
offseason for the team. The Braves 
failed to work out a trade for San 
1 )iego ace Jake Peavy and was re­
buffed by free agents A.J. Burnett 
and Rafael Furcal. Injury plagued 
left-hander Mike Hampton also 
turned down a chance to return 
to the team, signing instead with 
Houston.
Then came the biggest blow 
o f all: the loss o f Smoltz, who had
f
see Lowe, page 11
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Los Angeles Dodgers pitcher Derek Lowe throws a pitch Aug. 31 against 
Arizona. Lowe is close to signing a (bur-year contract with the Braves.
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Rickey
being
Rickey
...
1.^
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Baseball Hall of Fame inductee 
Rickey Henderson fields a ques­
tion from reporters at a press con­
ference in New York on Tuesday.
T im  Dahlberg
ASSOCIATED PRESS
The story probably isn’t true, 
but does it really matter? So many 
things about Rickey Henderson 
blur the boundary between reality 
and fiction that one day they’ll all 
probably be accepted as fact any­
way.
It goes something like this;John 
Olerud had joined the Seattle Mar­
iners, one o f  many teams Hender­
son plied his trade with, and one 
day Henderson asked Olerud why 
he wore a batting helmet while 
playing first base.
Olerud explained that he once 
had an aneurysm and wore the hel­
met for protection.
O h, Henderson replied, I played 
with a dude on the Mets who did 
the same thing.
“Uh, Rickey,” Olerud said. 
“That was me.”
This story is true, and San Di­
ego Padres general manager Kevin 
Towers got the voice mail to prove 
it.
Late in his career, Henderson 
was shopping around for a team 
who would take a chance on his 
aging leg«, and called Towers, who 
signed Henderson twice, to see if 
the Padres had any interest.
“This is Rickey calling on be­
half o f Rickey,” Henderson said. 
“Rickey wants to play baseball.”
And then there’s the one about 
Henderson waiting several months 
to cash a $100,000 bonus check.
His reason? He wanted to wait 
and see if  interest rates would go 
up.
Long before Manny ever thought 
o f being Manny, Rickey was being 
Rickey. Arguably the greatest lead- 
off man ever, no one would ever 
argue that he wasn’t one o f the 
great characters o f the game.
Henderson won election to the 
Hall o f Fame on his first try M on­
day with 94.8 percent o f the vote, 
missing perfection only because 
there were 28 writers who were
see Henderson, page 11
